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Visit the Kindness Cubbies at www.kindness.sg/kindsville

Sher’s Missing Daisy
Kalle wants to take a photograph of her friends for her scrapbook.
Smile, please!

Are you alright, Sher?
I can’t...

Don’t worry
Sher, I can
give you my
daisies!

There is a missing
yellow daisy on my
dress! I must have
lost it while playing in
the garden today.
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They are not the same... The yellow daisy
was a special gift from my granny back in
Heartcity. She sewed the daisies onto my
dress and taught me so much about
being thankful to people who make you
happy. She also told me that the yellow
daisy is a symbol of appreciation!
That’s so sweet of her!
We’ll help you find the
missing daisy!

Everyone searched around the garden for the missing daisy...
Look what I found! Is this the
missing daisy?
Oh yes Tosh! It
is! Thank you for
helping me find
my daisy!

At this moment, Kalle snapped a photograph of happy Sher.
This has to be
my favourite
picture of Sher!
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rating Kindness Day SG!
Celeb

Hey Singa, which is your favourite month?

I love the month of May, because
everyone celebrates Kindness Day!
Oh yes! I remember receiving yellow daisies
from Sher as a token of appreciation.
I received those daisies too! As we
celebrate Kindness Day, we are reminded
that one person and one kind act can
inspire others to be more patient,
considerate and gracious. Together, we
can build a kinder nation!
Kindness Day SG, an initiative by Singapore Kindness Movement,
started in 2013 as an occasion for Singaporeans to come
together in celebration of kindness and graciousness, to inspire
one another and transform our society into a nation of
kindness. Kindness Day SG is celebrated on the last Friday of
May, coinciding with the final day of the second academic term.
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Thank someone for
being kind!

Thank you for always helping me with my
school work. Here are some daisies for you!

Yellow is the colour of warmth and
sunshine. The cheerful and bright yellow
gerbera daisy is a symbol of appreciation.
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Step-by-step guide to draw happy Singa!
Singa is a cheerful cub who wants to change the world
by making it a kinder place. He loves playing sports and
enjoys making new friends!
1
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Draw Singa’s face
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Draw Singa’s pupils
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Draw Singa’s pants
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Draw Singa’s hair
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Draw Singa’s ears
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Draw Singa’s nose
and mouth

Draw Singa’s mouth to
give him a big smile
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Draw Singa’s arms

Draw Singa’s legs
and tail
6

Draw Singa’s
eyebrows and eyes
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Draw Singa’s shirt
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Draw Singa’s shirt
and the details of
his pants

Have fun drawing!

Create a picture of you and Singa or the
other Kindness Cubbies carrying out a
kind act together! What will everyone say
to one another? Include speech bubbles in
your picture.

Show your drawing to your family and friends!
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Together with a friend, see how many words
you can form using only the letters found in
KINDNESS STARTS WITH ME

Dinner

Hint: Kind, date, dinner, tart, art, eat, at
Here are some words formed by Tomeo. Can you think of more words?
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MEMORY GAME!

Singa and the Kindness Cubbies are spotted doing acts of
kindness! Study the picture below for only thirty seconds. Then
turn the page and see if you can answer the questions. Play this
game together with your friends and see who does better!
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Which three Kindness Cubbies are found in the picture?

Which Kindness Cubbie is helping Ms Lola with directions?

Tomeo leaves his food tray on the table and walks away.

Tosh raises his left hand and points towards the correct direction.

How many questions did you get it right?
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You
Tube

The Compass Catastrophe*

In this episode of Singa and the Kindness Cubbies, Singa
excitedly announces that he has been selected to
attend a Cadet camp. However, things are not going
right. Singa has to fix the Compassion Compass and will
miss his chance to attend the Cadet camp.
Watch the animation and find out if Singa’s dream to
attend the Cadet Camp came true!
* Catastrophe means disaster

www.youtube.com/kindnessSG
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Compassion Compass

In Kindsville, being kind is taken seriously. When taking
the bus, everyone queues up and greets the bus driver
in their friendliest voice. In the school canteen,
everyone returns their tray after meals and keeps the
tables clean.
Do you know that the Compassion Compass tower in
Kindsville detects kind acts? Kind acts will increase the
number of hearts on the Compassion Compass.
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How would you rate your family’s
kindness level? Raise the compassion
level reading by doing more kind acts
together as a family! Remember to
paste a heart sticker on the
Compassion Compass after that!
(You can find these stickers in
the sticker page)
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As you celebrate Kindness Day SG in the month of May,
you can also play a part to raise the Compassion
Compass level in Kindsville by doing simple acts of kindness!
Write or draw to Singa and the Kindness Cubbies to share
your kindness stories. Remember, a nation of kindness
starts with you!

Post it by snail mail to:
Singa and the Kindness Cubbies
Singapore Kindness Movement
140 Hill Street #05-01
Old Hill Street Police Station
Singapore 179369
Singa would like to know your home address so that he can reply to your
letters! You may write your address at the back of your letter. Thank you!
( Parental consent required)
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Dear Singa,
My name is Olivia Yew and I am
9 years old. Thank you for letting
me know more about kindness. I
learnt that kindness is not only
about giving others a helping hand,
caring and sharing. Queuing up to
buy food is also an act of kindness.
I did some kindness challenges such
as saying "please" and "thank you",
returning my tray and picking up
litters in school. I also care for my
family members, stand to the left
of the escalator, smile at someone,
greet my teachers and share my
stationery with my friends.

Thank you Olivia and Clarabelle
for your letters and drawings!
We are always happy to see
that many of you are actively
carrying out kind acts in
school or at home. Keep it up!

Dear Singa,
My name is Clarabelle Lim. I am 10
years old and I am a Singaporean. I
help to clean the school when I am
free. I also help my grandmother
sweep the floor. Hope you like my
drawing!

Oliva Yew, Age 9

Clarabelle Lim, Age 10
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Do you know that Gerbera
daisies can be used to express
your appreciation for someone?

DOWNTOWN EAST
1-3 MAY

STAR VISTA
9-10 MAY

Information is correct as of time of printing

For more information on the showtimes, visit
Kindness.sg/kindsville
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